Somewhere between the extreme positions is Stephen Smale, a mathematician at Berkeley and a winner of the Fields prize (math's equivalent of the Nobel prize). Smale thinks Harrison was a "borderline" candidate for tenure. Although he says her case was "not very strong," he thinks she was better than at least one man who was tenured and that her relative merits with others were "arguable." Smale adds that he isn't sure whether improper procedures occurred in the tenure decision, but "the fact that she is a woman brings out all sorts of emotions and partisanships. Weaknesses get magnifiedthat's where sexism plays a role. Other people support her because she is a woman."
Sorting out this tangle of opinion and fact could soon be the job of a jury. In the meantime, Harrison, who is $50,000 in debt from legal fees, faces the choice given her by Grunbaum: Reapply to the Berkeley math department for a tenured position (Grunbaum says her third "major result" may change the minds ofsome faculty about The cutoff has tested the traditional patience of the Thais. The U.S.-educated president of the Prince of Songkla University, Phasook Kullavanij, is bitter: "The aid programs are important because they encourage the Thai government to support more research in our country," he says. "Due to the suspension of U.S. aid, many of PSU's R&D programs have had to be stopped or scaled down drastically." The result is that after months of planning and convincing Thai scientists to join the CORIN project, there is no money to pay salaries. Says CORIN director Somsak Boromthanarat, "CORIN staff have lost their morale and are looking for other jobs."
The cutoff has also cost the URI group, which runs programs in several countries, 15% of its total budget and threatened the jobs of at least nine U.S. scientists working on the CORIN project. Moreover, URI officials have had the sad duty of informing five Thai PhD students who had just been admitted to U.S. universities following a grueling application process that they could not come unless they can find their own money. Other Thai students have been cut loose by other U.S-funded programs. In all, USAID estimates that 30 Thai students are in a similar bind. As a result, top-notch Thai students are now looking to Dutch, Australian, and Canadian scholarship programs for assistance.
Some Thai scientists are now saying that dealing with USAID is too much trouble. They point out that the United States is the only nation that suspended economic aid following the coupindeed, Japan announced that it would continue its close relations with Thailand, providing $614 million in economic aid in 1991. But the U.S. government's hands are tied: According to U.S. law, aid cannot be restored until there is a new election in Thailand. Thus, despite the lifting of martial law on 2 May, the lack of any overt civil discontent, and a pledge by the ruling military council to hold elections early next year, Washington has directed the USAID office in Bangkok to close down by 23 October.
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